Abstract. A quadratically convergent Newton method for computing the polar decomposition of a full-rank matrix is presented and analysed. Acceleration parameters are introduced so as to enhance the initial rate of convergence and it is shown how reliable estimates of the optimal parameters may be computed in practice.
1. Introduction. The polar decomposition is a generalisation to matrices of the familiar complex number representation z r e i, r ->_ 0. THEOREM 1.1. Polar Decomposition. Let A C ren, m >= n. Then there exists a matrix U (3. .mxn and a unique Hermitian positive semi-definite matrix H C " such that A UH, U* U I,.
If rank A)= n then H is positive definite and U is uniquely determined.
The decomposition is well known and can be found in many textbook, for example, [13] , [16] , [27] . An early reference is [1] .
It is well known that the polar factor U possesses a best approximation property (see 2.2). Less attention has been paid in the literature to the Hermitian polar factor H. We derive some interesting properties of H which show that when A is nonsingular and Hermitian, H is a good Hermitian positive definite approximation to A and 1/2(A + H) is a best Hermitian positive semi-definite approximation to A.
In view of the properties possessed by the polar factors of a matrix, techniques for computing the polar decomposition are of interest. While U and H can be obtained via the singular value decomposition (see 3.1), this approach is not always the most efficient (if A U, as explained in 6.2) or the most convenient (a library routine for computing the singular value decomposition might not be available, on a microcomputer, for example).
In 3 we present and analyse a Newton method for computing the polar decomposition which involves only matrix additions and matrix inversions. The method is shown to be quadratically convergent. Acceleration parameters are introduced so as to enhance the initial rate of convergence and it is shown how reliable estimates of the optimal parameters may be computed in practice. The stability of the method is considered in 4. In 5 the relationship of the method to two well-known iterations is described.
In {} 6 we describe applications of the polar decomposition to factor analysis, aerospace computations and optimisation. We show how our algorithm may be employed in these applications and compare it with other methods in use currently.
A new method for computing the [9] , [15] , [17] , [26] , [31] Then for any unitary Z C "", Proof. Let E (1/ e)AA. Then A + tE is nonsingular for 0 _<-_-< e. Thus A + tE has the polar decomposition (2.12) A+ tE U(t)H(t),
where H(t) is positive definite. We prove the theorem under the assumption that U(t) and H(t) are twice continuously differentiable functions of t; a rather similar but longer proof which does not require this assumption may be found in [22] . From 
and so, using (2.14),
From the Taylor series for U(t),
which gives the required bound, since IIAUII/II UII= IIAUII/#-ff_--< IIAUII.
3. Computing the polar decomposition. [16, p. 32] for a discussion of the term "flop"). Since the SVD algorithm is numerically stable and is readily available in library routines such as LINPACK [11] this SVD approach has much to recommend it.
We now develop an alternative method for computing the polar decomposition which does not require the use of sophisticated library routines and which, in certain circumstances (see 6.2), is computationally much less expensive than the SVD technique. The method applies to nonsingular square matrices. If A C m" with m > n and rank (A)-n then we can first compute a QR factorisation [16, p. 146] A-QR (where Q C "" has orthonormal columns and R is upper triangular and nonsingular) and then apply the method to R. The polar decomposition of A is given in terms of that of R by A= QR Q(URHR) (QUR)B =--UH. 3 .2. A Newton method. Consider the iteration (the real matrix version of which is discussed in [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [28] To analyse the rate of convergence we write (3.6) in the form
and pre-and post-multiply by P and Q*, respectively, to obtain, from (3.2) and (3.3) A suitable convergence test to apply in step (2) of Algorithm Polar is (3.17) where n, depending on n, is a small multiple of the machine unit roundoff u [16, Once the above tests have been performed, the accuracy of the computed polar factors (that is, the forward error) can be estimated with the aid of Theorem 2.5. The condition numbers KI(A), ro(A) can be formed at no extra cost during the first step of Algorithm Polar.
5. Relation to matrix sign and square root iterations. In this section we show how iteration (3.1) is related to iterations for the matrix sign function and the matrix square root.
For a diagonalisable matrix A ZDZ-1, D diag (di), Re di # 0, the sign function is given by [10] , [30] sign (A) Z diag (sign (Re d,) )Z-1. An iterative method for computing sign (A) is [10] , [30] 
This iteration is essentially Newton's method for a square root of/, with starting matrix A (see [21] ). We observe that iteration (3.1) implicitly performs this "sign iteration" on the matrix of singular values: see (3.4) and (3.5) . In fact, iteration (3.1) may be derived by applying the sign iteration to the Hermitian matrix W= A 0 whose eigenvalues are plus and minus the singular values of A. Our analysis of the convergence of iteration (3.1), and of the acceleration parameters {y}, applies with suitable modifications to the sign iteration (5.1); cf. [23] , [24] , [25] , [3O] . for a square root of B C "". In [21] this iteration is shown to be numerically unstable in the sense that a small peurbation in the kth iterate can lead to peurbations in succeeding iterates which grow unboundedly.
It can be shown that the sequence {Xk} from iteration (3.1) is related to the sequence { Yk} generated by (5.2) with B A*A according to X*k A=--Yk.
Thus iteration (3.1) implicitly carries out iteration (5.2) on B=A*A, without ever forming A*A. The techniques of [21] can be used to show that iteration (3.1) does not suffer from the numerical instability which impairs iteration (5.2). 6 . Applications. 6.1. Factor analysis [17] , [31] . In psychometrics the "Orthogonal Procrustes" problem consists of finding an orthogonal matrix Q R nn which most nearly transforms a given matrix B R'n into a given matrix A Rm, according to the criterion that the sum of squares of the residual matrix A-BQ is minimised [17] , [31] (see also [9] , [32] [16, p. 426]).
6.2. Aerospace computations [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , [9] , [28] , [32] . [7] 0 < tri(A) < v/, l<-i<-n.
The following iteration is proposed in [2] : (6.2a)
It is shown in [3] , [5] , [28] [8] , [10] , [20] , [21] , [25] . [10] , [21] , [25] for the case where A is symmetric positive definite.
7. Numerical examples. In this section we present some test results which illustrate the performance of Algorithm Polar. The computations were performed using MATLAB [29] in double precision on a VAX 11/780 computer; the unit roundoff We used the convergence test (3.17) with /5, =4u for n_-<25 and 5o=8U. Once the criterion IIXk Xk-IlII <-.01 was satisfied Xk+I, Xk+2," were computed using the unaccelerated iteration (Ts 1, j > k).
In the first test real matrices A of order n 5, 10, 25, 50 were generated according to A= U,Vr, where E=diag (ri) is a matrix of singular values (tri= i, 2, 4 or 2i) and U, V are random orthogonal matrices (different for each A), obtained from the QR decomposition of a matrix with elements from the uniform distribution on [0, 1].
The results are summarised in Table 7 .1. The quantity BERR. Ilnl-n*lll is the backward error measure derived in 4 (see (4.1b)) and must be of order one for the algorithm to have performed in a stable manner. For every matrix in this test the computed Hermitian polar factor/ was positive definite. Algorithm Polar has performed stably in all our numerical tests, producing, in every case, computed polar factors which are just as acceptable as those furnished by the SVD approach.
